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House Keeping

1. DESCRIPTION:

The housekeeping duties involve maintaining the hotel in the best
possible state in terms of cleanliness and keeping it at highly desirable
ambience.

2. GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

The main objective is to provide to the Hotel, specially rooms, a clean,
tidy and pleasant ambience, respecting all hygiene rules, that will allow
the customers to feel comfortable and willing to come back. The
Housekeeping generates the first impression on a guest’s mind. A good
job will clearly show how the hotel will take care of its guests.

2.1.

Specific objectives / SOME ACTIONS TO BE PERFORMED.

-

Make beds picking up all the sheets and duvet needed.

-

Remake beds when a stay in.

-

Remove sheets when check out putting them on dirty laundry
proper place.

-

Clean the dust and empty trash bins.

-

Vacuuming and when necessary move furniture to a more clear
access.

-

Refilling the mini bar.

3.

COMPETENCES TO DEVELOP:

3.1.

OCCUPATIONAL COMPETENCES

- Be in good physical shape, will need to lift
some weight (mattress).
- Be methodical and careful.
- A neat appearance.

- Good spatial organization.
- Good temporal organization. (orientation in time)
- Ability to work without supervision.
- Punctuality.
- Knocks doors, before entering room (proper way to announce the
housekeeping).
- Responsible.
- Keep on task don’t get distracted with other people.

3.2.

SOCIAL COMPETENCES

- Friendly;
- Good customer service skills;
- Concentration;
- Establish and maintain visual contact
and active listening.

4. ACTIONS TASKS
 MAKE BEDS
 REMAKING
BEDS
REMOVING SHEETS OUT
 DUST CLEANING
 VACUUMING
 REFILLING MINIBAR

OR

Now, each Actions are explained in
detail including their main
microtasks

WORK BOOK
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4.1 ACTIONS AND MICRO-TASKS THAT COMPOSE THE
ACTION OR WORKPLACE TO DEVELOP

ACTION 1: MAKE BEDS

Description: action of straightening the
sheets on the bed, putting the duvet and
replacing the pillows on the headboard if
a stay in.
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4.1.2. WHAT IS THIS ACTION? MICRO-TASK
DESCRIPTION
As you can see in the images, in this action you will have to perform the following
micro-tasks:

a) Pull the top sheet and the duvet/blanket back
b) Stretch the bottom fitted sheet on the mattress, tucking the elasticated
ends of the sheet around the corners of the mattress;
c) Spread the top sheet over the bottom sheet.
-

the side with the large hem should go at the top of the bed and it should be
aligned with the head of the mattress);
top sheet is spread evenly over the mattress, with the same length of sheet
hanging over both sides of the bed;
tight the sheet under the mattress.

d) Put the duvet cover on
-

the top edge of the duvet/ should be about 6 inches (15.2 cm) away from the
edge of the top sheet at the head of the bed;

e) Fold the top sheet
-

Take the edge of the top sheet at the head of the bed and neatly fold it back
over the top edge of the duvet

f) Put the cushion covers on the pillows
g) Fluff the pillows and put them on top of the bed

Next, you have an example with images so you can see what each one of these
micro-tasks consists of.

a) Pull the top sheet and the duvet/blanket back
b) Stretch the bottom fitted sheet on the mattress, tucking the elasticated ends
of the sheet around the corners of the mattress;
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c) Spread the top sheet over the bottom sheet
-

the side with the large hem should go at the top of the bed and it should be
aligned with the head of the mattress);

-

top sheet is spread evenly over the mattress, with the same length of sheet
hanging over both sides of the bed;

-

tight the sheet under the mattress.

d) Put the duvet cover on
-

the top edge of the duvet should be about 6 inches (15.2 cm) away from the
edge of the top sheet at the head of the bed;
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e) Fold the top sheet
-

Take the edge of the top sheet at the head of the bed and neatly fold it back
over the top edge of the duvet

f) Put the cushion covers on the pillows

g) Fluff the pillows and put them on top of the bed

For this, you will have to:
1.

Pay attention to see if all the sheets are without wrinkles and well
distributed both sides.

2.

Make sure every sheet is tuck in properly.

3.

Pay attention and don´t forget to put all the pillows on the its right place
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Activity 1 - MAKE BEDS
On the bottom of eachimage put the numbers from 1 to 6 (1 is the
first action and 6 is the last one) accordingly to the right way to make
a bed.
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ACTION 2:
REMAKING THE BED
Description: action of removing
the sheets, cushions and duvet
out when a check out and
replacing them for cleaned
ones.

4.2.1

- WHAT IS THIS ACTION? MICRO-TASK DESCRIPTION

As you can see in the images, in this action you will have to perform the following
micro-tasks:
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a) Check the number of unmade beds in the room
-

Pick up sheets (bottom and top), cushions and duvets need;

b) Clear the used bed
-

take the duvet/blanket off, the top sheet and any pillows and set them aside;

c) Put all the dirty laundry in the basket outside of the room
d) Stretch the bottom fitted sheet on the mattress, tucking the elasticated
ends of the sheet around the corners of the mattress;
e) Spread the top sheet over the bottom sheet.
-

the side with the large hem should go at the top of the bed and it should be
aligned with the head of the mattress);
top sheet is spread evenly over the mattress, with the same length of sheet
hanging over both sides of the bed;
tight the sheet under the mattress.

f) Put the duvet cover on
-

the top edge of the duvet/ should be about 6 inches (15.2 cm) away from the
edge of the top sheet at the head of the bed;

g) Fold the top sheet
-

Take the edge of the top sheet at the head of the bed and neatly fold it back
over the top edge of the duvet

h) Put the cushion covers on the pillows
i) Fluff the pillows and put them on top of the bed

a) Check the number of unmade beds in the room

b) Clear the used bed
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c) Put all the dirty laundry in the basket outside of the room

Procedures from step d) to i) are the same from action1. From b) to g)
For this, you will have to:
1. Knowing when a room is a checkout.
2. Learn the difference between the types of sheets used.
3. Pay attention to see if all the sheets are without wrinkles and well

distributed both sides.
4. Make sure every sheet is tuck in properly.
5. Remembering to put all the dirty laundry in the basket

Activity 2 - REMAKING THE BEDS
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Put a circle around the images that correspond to the action of
remaking a bed.

Choose the items that you need to remake a bed by putting
a circle around them.
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ACTION 3: CLEANING
THE DUST
Description: action of removing all
the dust from the room’s furniture
with a cloth and putting objects
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in its right place.

4.2 - WHAT IS THIS ACTION? MICRO-TASK DESCRIPTION
As you can see in the images, in this action you will have to perform the following
micro-tasks:
a) Pick up the dust cloth
b) Remove all clutter from around the room
-

Putt all used dishes the trolley outside the room, if any;
Fold any clothes lying on the floor, put them on a chair;
Remove used towels and put it in the the basket outside the room;

c) Remove as much dust from fabrics in the room by shaking them out
outside;
d) Damp a clean, microfiber cloth with a spray
e) Dust all of the surfaces
-

Remove any decorative items from surfaces before cleaning them

f) Clean off items and return them to their surface
g) Getting the garbage
-

Collect all waste bins inside the room;
Take them outside the room;
Empty the bins and put the garbage in proper places (paper, plastic, glass);

a) Pick up the dust cloth
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b) Remove all clutter from around the room
-

Putt all used dishes and clutter in the trolley outside the room
Fold any clothes lying on the floor, put them on a chair;
Remove used towels and put them in the basket outside the room;

c) Remove as much dust from fabrics in the room by shaking them out
outside;
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d) Damp a clean, microfiber cloth with a spray

e) Dust all of the surfaces
-

Remove any decorative items from surfaces before cleaning them

f) Clean off items and return them to their surface
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g) Getting the garbage
-

Collect all waste bins inside the room;
Take them outside the room;
Empty the bins and put the garbage in proper places (paper, plastic, glass);
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For this, you will have to:
1. Know what your task tools are.
2. Be careful when handling objects.
3. Pay attention to remember every objects place.
4. Be thorough to leave everything well dusted and neat

4.2.2

CLEANING THE DUST

Put a cross in the line of the thumbs up or down in front of the
images that you think that suits or not the action of cleaning the
dust of the hotel room.
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Link the image with the correct action.

Pick up the dust cloth

Remove all clutter from
around the room
Remove as much dust from
fabrics in the room by shaking
them out outside;

Damp a clean, microfiber cloth
with a spray
Dust all of the surfaces
Clean off items and return
them to their surface

Remove the garbage
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ACTION 4: VACUUMING

Description: action in which we free the floor from all dust and dirt maintaining
the space clean.

4.3 - WHAT IS THIS ACTION? MICRO-TASK DESCRIPTION

a)
b)
c)
d)

Get the vacuum cleaner outside the room;
Connect the vacuum cleaner with the electricity;
Turn on the vacuum cleaner;
Vacuum the carpets, rugs and floors

-

Use different vacuum brushes according to the type of surface

e)
f)
g)

Move furniture to catch all dust mites and finish vacuuming.
Vacuum under the bed (if is possible);
Put back the furniture to its place;

Turn off the vacuum cleaner when finished the vacuuming
Put the vacuum cleaner outside of the room.

Next, you have an example with images so you can see what each one of these
micro-tasks consists of.
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a) Get the vacuum cleaner outside the room;

b) Connect the vacuum cleaner with the electricity;

c) Turn on the vacuum cleaner

d) Vacuum the carpets, rugs and floors
-

Use different vacuum brushes according to the type of surface
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e) Move furniture to catch all dust mites and finish vacuuming.
-

Vacuum under the bed (if is possible);
Put back the furniture to its place

f) Turn off the vacuum cleaner when finished the vacuuming
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g) Put the vacuum cleaner outside of the room.

For this, you will have to:
1. Know how to handle the vacuum cleaner and what brushes are
suitable for the surface you are vacuuming.
2. Be careful when moving furniture.

3. Pay attention to remember to put it all in the right place.
4. Be thorough to leave everything well vacuumed and neat.

~

Activity 3 - VACUUMING
On the bottom of each image put the numbers from 1 to 6 (1 is the
first action and 6 is the last one) accordingly to the step by step of
vaccuming a room.
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ACTION 5: REFILL MINIBAR
Description: action in which the items that were consumed from the minibar are
replaced.

4.4 - WHAT IS THIS ACTION? MICRO-TASK DESCRIPTION
As you can see in the images, in this action you will have to perform the following
micro-tasks:

a) Open the fridge;
-

Remember that in many hotel rooms minibars are recessed

b)
c)
d)
e)

Check if there are any bottles/cans missing;
Use a list to check which items should be inside the minibar;

Go pick up the bottles/cans that are missing;
Put the missing bottles/cans in the fridge;
Close the fridge
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Next, you have an example with images so you can see what each one of these
micro-tasks consists of.

a) Open the fridge;
-

Remember that in many hotel rooms minibars are recessed

b) Check if there are any bottles/cans missing;
- Use a list to check which items should be inside the minibar;

b) Pick up the bottles/cans that are missing
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d) Put the missing bottles/cans in the fridge;

e) Close the fridge

For this, you will have to:
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1. Know where the minibar is on the room.
2. Read a checklist (if you don’t know how to read a checklist made
of images can be managed).
3. Be careful in handling bottles and cans.
4. Be thorough to leave everything well placed in the minibar.

Activity 4 - REFILL MINIBAR
Put a cross in the images that don’t belong to the action of refilling
the Minibar.
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4.5 - UNFORESEEN
SITUATIONS.

Make Beds
Putting the sheets on the bed,
you notice a stain on it.
How to proceed?
In this case: change for a clean
one and put the sheet with a stain in the basket to go
to the laundry.

The cushion cover has been put inside out.
How to proceed?
In this case: take the cushion cover out and put it the
correct way.

When you are about to leave the room you notice that the bed is
with wrinkles.
How to proceed?
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In this case: Don’t worry, go back inside and stretch the sheets and
duvet cover.

Remaking Bends
You find a lost piece of clothing inside the bed.
How to proceed?
In this case: inform and deliver to the floor responsible.

When collecting the trays from the room, if there’s food or beverage
leftovers
BE AWARE!
You may not eat anything from the trays left in the room.

If you saw the bag of the client open and you start getting curious to
see what is inside.
BE AWARE!
In this case: You are not allowed to touch on the client things, you
can’t open or touch anything from the client. The only exception is if
it’s clothes on the floor, and in this case you fold them and put them
on the chair or on the top of the bed.

Dust Cleaning
Dusting the room, an object falls and breaks.
How to proceed?
In this case: Inform the floor responsible and clean
carefully the floor.
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Cleaning the room, you find hard to move a piece of furniture, to
clean properly.
How to proceed?
In this case: Ask a colleague for help to move the furniture and to put
it back in its right place.
When you’re cleaning the furniture and you notice that something is
broken or not working properly.
How to proceed?
In this case: Don’t’ worry Inform the floor responsible that you notice
something wrong with the furniture or object, and he will know what
to do.

Vacuuming
If the vacuum cleaner does not work.
How to proceed?
In this case: Inform the floor responsible.

When you start to use the vacuum cleaner you notice that the floor is
wet.
How to proceed?
In this case: Do not use the vacuum cleaner, you have to wait for the
floor to dry.

If after you left the room you realized that you left the vacuum
cleaner inside the room.
How to proceed?
In this case: Even if you think that no one is in the room, knock the
door before entering and grab the vacuum and put it outside of the
room.
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Refilling Minibar
When refilling the minibar, you find snacks or beverages with leftovers,
you fill tempted to eat or drink them.
How to proceed?
In this case: You cannot eat or drink any items from the minibar, even
if they are opened!

If you find drinks that are not from the hotel in the minibar.
How to proceed?
In this case: You can’t throw it away, you have to leave everything
inside if the client is still on the hotel for one more night. If the client
did the check-out already, you can throw the drinks away (but never
drink them).

When you are refilling the minibar, accidentally you drop a can in the
floor and damage the can.
How to proceed?
In this case: Do not leave the damaged can in the minibar, replace it
for another that is not damaged.
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